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history of scotland wikipedia - the surviving pre roman accounts of scotland originated with the greek pytheas of massalia
who may have circumnavigated the british isles of albion and ierne sometime around 325 bc the most northerly point of
britain was called orcas orkney by the time of pliny the elder who died in ad 79 roman knowledge of the geography of
scotland had extended to the hebudes the hebrides dumna, versions of the new testament skypoint communications armenian the armenian translation of the bible has been called the queen of the versions the title is deserved the armenian
is unique in that its rendering of the new testament is clear accurate and literal and at the same time stylisticly excellent,
attractions in uk and ireland where to go in britain - a visit to achill island is not to be missed easily accessible by road
bridge from the beautiful currane peninsula and only one hour drive from castlebar achill is ireland s largest offshore island
and encompasses dramatic land and seascapes which have provided inspiration for artists and writers for many years,
septs of clan campbell clan campbell ccsna org - arthur macartair macarthur maccarter the name arthur is a celtic one of
ancient briton origin artos meaning a bear its most famous holder was arthur a leader of the britons in the fight against the
anglo saxons around the year 500, the periphery of francia spain britain eastern europe - these years were largely those
of the omayyad amirs and caliphs who may be said to have presided over the golden age of isl mic spain the suprisingly
rapid decline of the omayyads in the 11th century quickly led to complete political fragmentation and to grave vulnerability to
the rising christian kingdoms
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